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The August 8th, 2012 ruling from the Federal Communications Commission 
allowing the use of wider channels in the 6 GHz Lower and 11 GHz bands is 

welcomed by DragonWave but, in reality, we’ve had this capability available to 
our customers since 2010 via our dual carrier Horizon Quantum system. 

 

 
 

Does DragonWave support these new larger channel sizes? Yes  
DragonWave’s Horizon Quantum product has supported larger channel bandwidths since the product 

introduction in June 2010. The FCC’s approval of a single 60MHz channel in 6GHz and 80MHz 

channels in 11GHz was a capability already offered by DragonWave’s Quantum product line, but with 

more flexibility. 

FCC Ruling on Larger Channel Sizes 

The FCC recent announcement is relatively simple: the same FCC spectrum is available as before, 

larger channels means fewer of them: 

Frequency 
# of 30/40 MHz 

Channels 
# of 60/80 MHz 

Channels 

6 GHz 8 4 

11GHZ 12 6 

Show channel plans 

 

Microwave Design versus Frequency Co-ordination/Licensing 

This ruling has caused a licensee movement to request these larger channel sizes to maximize their 

deployment throughputs. In order to be successful, the deployment area must be uncongested and 

the existing 30/40MHz licenses assigned must allow for 2 x 30/40MHz adjacent contiguous channels 

to be available. Given there is no FCC requirement to sequentially assign channels, there is the 

possibility that when only 50% of the 30/40MHz channels are assigned, no larger channels would be 

available. In congested markets like Puerto Rico and other Tier 1 markets, the availability of these 

larger channels is rare, therefore DragonWave cautions customer reliance on an all-or-nothing 

solution approach. 
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DW Horizon Quantum Solution 

Horizon Quantum is the industry’s most robust product solution that is channel bandwidth 

“independent”, meaning that this solution does not require 60/80 MHz of contiguous spectrum to 

deliver high capacity throughput. Horizon Quantum is a frequency congestion friendly product that will 

deliver results regardless of the congestion of a market.  

 

Horizon Quantum can support aggregate bandwidth up to 112MHz in a single radio configuration with 

one IF cable: 

 

 

 

 6GHz 2 x 30MHz adj. or non-adj. channels = supporting 60MHz 

 11GHz 2 x 40MHz adj. or non-adj. channels = supporting 80MHz 

 18/23GHz 2 x 50MHz adj. or non-adj. channels = supporting 100MHz 

 2 x 56MHz adj. or non-adj. channels = supporting 112MHz 

 

DragonWave’s Service Provider Benefits 

 Flexibility: the same DragonWave hardware can support either a single or dual channel 

configuration via single radio. 

 Support of adjacent and/or non-adjacent channels to overcome any deployment challenges. 

 Update existing Quantum microwave links with no additional hardware. 

 

DragonWave’s Future Proofing of Horizon Quantum 

 Improved spectral efficiencies with support of higher order modulations (1024 & 512 QAM) 

translating into higher throughputs. 

 Deployment feasibility with only 2 unique channels via 4 channel XPIC. 

 

 


